Abstract-Multi-label learning methods assign multiple labels to one object. In practice, in addition to differentiating relevant labels from 4 irrelevant ones, it is often desired to rank relevant labels for an object, whereas the ranking of irrelevant labels is not important. Thus, we 5 require an algorithm to do classification and ranking of relevant labels simultaneously. Such a requirement, however, cannot be met 6 because most existing methods were designed to optimize existing criteria, yet there is no criterion which encodes the aforementioned 7 requirement. In this paper, we present a new criterion, PRO LOSS, concerning the prediction of all labels as well as the ranking of only 8 relevant labels. We then propose ProSVM which optimizes PRO LOSS efficiently using alternating direction method of multipliers. We 9 further improve its efficiency with an upper approximation that reduces the number of constraints from OðT 2 Þ to OðT Þ, where T is the 10 number of labels. We then notice that in real applications, it is difficult to get full supervised information for multi-label data. To make the 11 proposed algorithm more robust to supervised information, we adapt ProSVM to deal with the multi-label learning with partial labels 12 problem. Experiments show that our proposal is not only superior on PRO LOSS, but also highly competitive on existing evaluation criteria. For a multi-label task, generally one object is associated 21 with a subset of labels; we call these labels as relevant ones 22 whereas the remaining as irrelevant ones. The basic goal of 23 multi-label learning is usually label prediction, that is, to pre-24 dict which labels are relevant and which are irrelevant. In 25 many applications, however, in addition to label prediction, 26 there is often another requirement, i.e., to get a good ranking 27 of the predicted relevant labels. Consider a simple example 28 in Fig. 1 . Both images have the relevant labels mountain, cattle 29 and road, whereas their focuses are quite different. To better 30 describe these images, in addition to predicting which labels 31 are relevant, it would be better to get their relevant labels' 32 rankings as well, that is, {cattle, mountain, road} for the left 33 one and {mountain, road, cattle} for the right one.
labels [6] , [7] could not be used to address this problem prop- 48 erly. Such kind of works emphasized on the ranking of top-k 49 ranked labels, where k is a fixed number. In our requirement 50 here, we need to adaptively decide which labels are relevant 51 and focus on the ranking of all relevant labels, while the num- 52 ber of relevant labels may be larger or smaller than the sim- 53 ply fixed number k. 54 Besides existing works focusing on top-predicted labels, 55 other existing methods cannot address such a learning prob-56 lem either. They either focused on the label prediction, ignor- 57 ing the ranking of relevant labels, or provided a ranking for 58 all or a fixed number of labels, without differentiating rele-59 vant labels from irrelevant ones. Considering the ranking of 60 all the labels also introduces overfitting and computational 61 burden because the ranking of irrelevant labels is unneces- 62 sary. So how to design an algorithm to solve our concerned 63 problem? We know that most algorithms are designed to 64 optimize a specific learning criterion, and the infeasibility of 96 number of labels. To solve the partial label problem so as to 97 make the proposal more robust to incomplete annotations, we 98 extend the PRO LOSS to partial label cases. We also propose 99 optimization algorithms ProSVM-P to deal with the partial 100 labels in training data under the inductive setting [18] . ments show that when we have perfect training data, our pro-102 posal is not only superior to state-of-the-art approaches on 103 PRO LOSS, but also highly competitive on existing evaluation 104 criteria. We also extensively demonstrate the effectiveness of 105 our proposed algorithms on various applications under par-106 tial label scenarios. 107 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will first 108 introduce related work in Section 2. PRO LOSS and ProSVMs 109 are presented in Sections 3 and 4 respectively, followed by 110 proposing ProSVM-P which can deal with partial labels in 111 Section 5. Finally, we present the experimental results in 112 Sections 6 and 7, followed by conclusion in Section 8. 113 Preliminary results of this paper have been reported 114 in [19] . In this paper, our main contribution is that we have 115 considered the relevance ordering problem with partial labels, label learning, please refer to [1] . 131 The most straightforward solution to multi-label learning One straightforward solution to the problem of consider- 156 ing both prediction and ranking of relevant labels is to first 157 employ a multi-label learning algorithm to do classification 158 and then use some label ranking methods to rank the rele-159 vant labels. However, the objective of this paper is to propose 160 the learning objective for such kind of problem, thus an opti-161 mization method can be proposed considering the ranking 162 and classification problem in one framework. We will show 163 in Section 6 that our one-framework optimization algorithm 164 performs significantly better than the two-stage classification 165 and ranking methods. The PC method [30] considered a 166 combination of multi-label learning and label ranking by cre- 167 ating an additional calibrated label. However, it concerned 168 either "multi-label learning" or "label ranking" without real- 169 izing that only the ranking of relevant labels is crucial. [ can also be set more accurately by learning from data [30] . 220 We denote all the predicted relevant labels asR i , i.e.,R i ¼ 221 fl t 2 Ljg t ðx i Þ > g Q ðx i Þg.
222
In the following we will discuss existing multi-label crite- 1 cattle > mountain > road 5 4 3 2 1 2.5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 1.000 1.000 2 cattle > road > mountain 5 3 4 2 1 2.5 0.083 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 1.000 1.000 3 cattle > mountain 5 4 3 2 1 3.5 0.083 0.200 0.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 0.000 0.800 4 cattle > mountain > road > car 5 4 3 2 1 1.5 0.125 0.200 0.000 0.000 1.000 2.000 0.000 0.857 5 sea > car 1 2 3 4 5 3.5 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.478 4.000 0.000 0.000
There are five candidate labels, in which l 1 ¼cattle, l 2 ¼mountain, and l 3 ¼road are relevant labels ranked as cattle > mountain > road, and l 4 ¼car and l 5 ¼sea are irrelevant labels. Outputs are the scores of each label. The larger the score, the higher the label ranked. Q is the threshold to differentiate relevant labels from irrelevant ones. HAMM., RANK., ONEE., AVEP., COVR., and SUBA. are abbreviations for HAMMING LOSS, RANKING LOSS, ONE ERROR, AVERAGE PRECISION, COV-ERAGE, and SUBSET ACCURACY respectively.
1. When g t ðxÞ ¼ g s ðxÞ, neither "l t is more relevant than l s " nor "l s is more relevant than l t " is judged; thus, we assign the error as 1=2 on average.
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373 datasets, the number of relevant labels may be much smaller 374 than that of irrelevant labels. In this way, treating the rele- Table 1 
411 411 412 where then rewrite Eq. (4) into the following equivalent form: 
464 464 A's expectation. Then we have 
548 548
549
Based on Lemma 1, we have The results on small data sets are shown in Table 3 . As can The experimental results are shown in Table 5 . Since PD- Each entry presents the PRO LOSS; the best result of each dataset is bold. For IMAGE and SLASHDOT that have not provided training/testing splits, 10-CV is conducted and average performances are recorded. For other datasets, we use the provided training/testing splits. The last row R-total presents the sum of ranks; the smaller the R-total, the better the overall performance. ( The best performance and its comparable ones (pairwise t-test at 95 percent confidence) are bold. (RSVM(-R): RankSVM(-R); BTX: BoosTexter; PD-SPAR: PD-Sparse; and P-XML: PfastreXML.)
TABLE 6 Demonstration of the Prediction on Image Annotations Tasks
Below the image is the ground truth. "A." denotes the abbreviation of algorithms (P: ProSVM; A: ProSVM-A; n: PCn; nR: PCnR; 0: PC0; 0R: PC0R; R: RankSVM; RR: RankSVM-R; B: BSVM; M: MLkNN; T: BoosTexter; G: GMLC; and X: PfastreXML). The right two columns are the "number of wrongly classified labels" denoted by C and "number of wrongly ranked relevant label pairs" denoted by R. The smaller the value, the better the performance. show the results on the remaining small datasets in Table 9 The best results are bold. (P-S-D: ProSVM-MD; P-S-U: ProSVM-MU; and P-S-I: ProSVM-MI).
